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Matter 5: Highways, transport, infrastructure and community 

facilities and developer contributions 
 

Issue 1: Whether the approach to identifying and delivering the requisite infrastructure to 

support development objectives of the plan is fully justified, based on up-to-date and 

reliable evidence, deliverable, positively prepared, and consistent with national policy? 

Relevant policies- LP16, LP17, LP18, LP19, LP20, LP21, LP30 and settlement specific 

policies 

1. Is the Infrastructure Investment Plan (PE12) sufficiently up-to-date and complete 

to provide an effective understanding of the infrastructure which is required to support 

the Local Plan? What are the implications of the delivery of the plan for all forms of 

infrastructure, including outside the district? How will improvements and any new 

infrastructure required be funded and delivered and by whom and when? What impact 

will this have on the timing and viability of the delivery of proposed developments 

(reference should be made to individual sites under Matters 14 and 15)? 

Taking each question in turn: 

Is the Infrastructure Investment Plan (PE12) sufficiently up-to-date and complete to 

provide an effective understanding of the infrastructure which is required to support the 

Local Plan? 

Yes, the Council considers that the Infrastructure Investment Plan (IIP) (PE12) is sufficiently up 

to date and complete, having been prepared specifically to inform the Local Plan in respect of a 

range of specific infrastructure types. The IIP provides a summary of infrastructure 

requirements as identified by other evidence base documents, and relevant plans and 

strategies produced by partner organisations. It has been informed by ongoing engagement 

with the Council’s partners and published for consultation alongside the plan.   

It is important to note that the IIP is accurate as of a specific point in time. The IIP may be 

influenced by external factors, and should therefore be considered a ‘live’ document and be 

kept under review.  

For example, Cambridgeshire County Council has a statutory duty to provide sufficient places 

for school age children. Whilst the need for additional school places is influenced by housing 

growth, it is also shaped by demographic factors, namely, birth rates. Cambridgeshire County 

Council therefore regularly revises its pupil forecasts. Revised forecasts may have implications 

for infrastructure requirements. Service providers, including Cambridgeshire County Council, 

are consulted during the planning application process to ensure requirements for infrastructure 

are based on up-to-date information. 

The Council will update the IIP as circumstances dictate it to be necessary to do so. In practice, 

it is likely the IIP will be updated annually or biennially. 
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What are the implications of the delivery of the plan for all forms of infrastructure, 

including outside the district? 

The implications of the delivery of the plan are that new and expanded infrastructure will be 

required to meet growth needs, as set out in the IIP. Timely provision of infrastructure is of 

critical importance to ensuring growth is sustainable. 

It is expected that, for most types of infrastructure, the needs of growth will be met by 

infrastructure within the district. For example, in estimating education requirements, it was 

assumed that all pupils will be educated within the district.  

Overall, there are no known ‘showstopper’ infrastructure requirements which have been 

identified but which cannot reasonably be assumed will be delivered. 

Water supply and treatment 

For water supply and treatment, the Water Cycle Study (PE17) seeks to identify constraints 

across the Water Resource Zone which may arise as a result of growth. Such constraints may 

result in a requirement for Anglian Water to provide new or additional infrastructure, which it will 

determine through its Strategic Business Plan.  

Water and sewerage companies including Anglian Water prepare business plans on a 5 year 

investment cycle. Customer charges are set following submissions from Anglian Water about 

what it will cost to deliver the business plan. Anglian Water’s business plan for the next Asset 

Management Plan period (2020 to 2025) is currently being finalised and is expected to be 

submitted in August 2018 to the regulator, Ofwat.  

Through its business plan, Anglian Water is considering the implications of growth outlined in 

adopted and emerging Local Plans for Anglian Water’s existing infrastructure. 

To assist Anglian Water in making future investment decisions it is preparing two key long term 

strategies relating to the provision of water and water recycling infrastructure managed by 

Anglian Water as follows: 

• Water Resource Management Plan (WRMP) for Defra’s approval and  

• Water Recycling Long Term Plan (WRLTP). 

The WRMP outlines the predicted supply/demand balance by water resource zones and 

identifies the proposals needed to meet the expected demand for additional water supply from 

new housing and development more generally.  Anglian Water has recently published a Draft 

WRMP for public consultation which outlines proposals as to how Anglian Water will manage 

the supply/demand balance so that it can continue to meet the needs of its customers. 

Anglian Water closely monitors growth in its region and develops investment plans to reduce 

flow and load from the catchment or provide additional treatment capacity when appropriate.   

Anglian Water is currently in the process of finalising a Water Recycling Long Term Plan which 

will set out a long term strategy to identify the need for further investment by Anglian Water at 

existing water recycling centres or within foul sewerage catchments to accommodate the 

anticipated scale and timing of growth in the company area. This document once finalised will 
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be used to inform future business plans including the business plan currently being prepared for 

2020 to 2025. 

The WRLTP and final WRMP is expected to be published in September of this year with the 

final business plan being approved by the regulator, Ofwat, in December 2019. 

Anglian Water as a water and sewerage company seeks fair contributions through charges 

directly from developers under the provisions of the Water Industry Act 1991 to supply water 

and/or drain a site effectively.  As such Anglian Water would not, in most cases, make use of 

planning obligations or standard charges under Planning Legislation for this purpose. 

Flood defences 

The Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (PE18) does not identify any requirement for additional 

flood mitigation infrastructure outside the district. However, the SFRA continues to support 

implementation of existing strategies including the Environment Agency’s Great Ouse Tidal 

River Strategy, Earith to Mepal Area Action Plan, and Cranbrook / Counter Drain Flood Risk 

Management Strategy which include areas outside of the district. 

Transport 

The Cambridgeshire Local Transport Plan 2015 (PE29) (which forms part of the Combined 

Authority interim LTP 2017) and Transport Strategy for East Cambridgeshire (TSEC) (PE30) 

identify requirements for improvements to existing, and provision of new transport infrastructure. 

The Cambridgeshire Local Transport Plan is a county-wide strategy with a clear relationship to 

other neighbouring counties, particularly in respect of major trunk roads, rail and freight. Whilst 

the TSEC covers the area of East Cambridgeshire District, it also considers transport beyond 

the district boundary from the ring of towns around Cambridge, especially in terms of travel to 

Cambridge and Newmarket. 

The TSEC identifies a number of infrastructure requirements which have implications for areas 

outside the district. For example, for road infrastructure, the TSEC identifies a need for capacity 

improvements to the A10, A142 and A14 junctions 37 & 38. Similarly the TSEC identifies 

requirements for provision of new, and enhancement of existing public transport, including bus 

and rail, walking and cycling infrastructure.  

The Council has undertaken work to investigate wider transport impacts of Local Plan growth, 

as set out in PE28, PE28A and PE28B. Collectively they confirm that cumulative matters have 

been considered, and, at a strategic scale, mitigation measures are available and deliverable, 

and are being actively pursued.  
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How will improvements and any new infrastructure required be funded and delivered and 

by whom and when? What impact will this have on the timing and viability of the delivery 

of proposed developments (reference should be made to individual sites under Matters 

14 and 15)? 

Improvements to infrastructure, and new infrastructure provision will be funded by a range of 

methods, including developer contributions. East Cambridgeshire District Council is a 

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) charging authority, and as such secures CIL funds from all 

liable developments for the purpose of delivering strategic infrastructure.  

The Council will apply planning obligations in accordance with the national policy tests and the 

Council’s Developer Contributions SPD, secured through s106 agreements.  

In addition, the IIP identifies a range of other potential funding sources including:  

 East Cambridgeshire District Council capital funds; 

 Cambridgeshire County Council; 

 Parish & Town Councils and community organisations; 

 Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Combined Authority; 

 Greater Cambridgeshire & Greater Peterborough Local Enterprise Partnership; 

 Central Government; 

 National bodies such as Natural England, Historic England, Environment Agency; 

 Utilities providers such as Anglian Water Services; 

 Service providers such as the NHS or Clinical Commissioning Group; 

 Charities and voluntary sector. 

The Infrastructure Schedule in Appendix 1 of the IIP sets out infrastructure projects identified to 

meet Local Plan growth, and includes details of costs, delivery timescales, and potential funding 

sources / delivery bodies. 

For most sites, the timing of delivery will be unaffected by the delivery of infrastructure. Most 

sites are relatively unconstrained and could be developed in the short term. The Local Plan has 

considered infrastructure constraints in distributing growth. For example, existing capacity at 

primary schools, and opportunities to expand primary schools, was an influencing factor in 

determining the overall scale of growth identified at each settlement. Where additional 

education infrastructure is required, funding will be secured through planning obligations and 

Cambridgeshire County Council will commission the works. It is not anticipated that such 

infrastructure provision will affect the timing of a development. 

The Local Plan was subject to a viability assessment, the findings of which are presented in the 

Viability Assessment Report (PE16).  In assessing the plan’s effects on development viability, 

the study took into account likely costs of CIL and planning obligations. 

 

2. Is there appropriate certainty, and evidence that adequate levels of school, health, 

transport, flood, water related, green, social and other infrastructure provision will be 

provided in a timely fashion and at appropriate suitably accessible locations, so as to 

support the delivery of the growth proposed within the Local Plan? 
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The Infrastructure Investment Plan (PE12) clearly sets out, by infrastructure theme, the 

infrastructure that will be required by location as a result of the proposed growth, with these 

requirements reflected within the site specific policies contained within Section 7 of the Local 

Plan.  

In addition, policy LP16 explicitly states that “Planning permission will only be granted if it can 

be demonstrated that there is, or will be, sufficient infrastructure capacity to support and meet 

all the necessary requirements arising from the proposed development.” This policy also sets 

out that conditions or planning obligations may be used to secure phasing and the timing of 

infrastructure provision to ensure that infrastructure will be provided in a timely fashion.       

The Council works in a cooperative nature with Cambridgeshire County Council and other 

infrastructure and service providers to ensure that appropriate and necessary infrastructure is 

provided in the correct locations. 

 

3. Should planned essential specific infrastructure be identified on the Policies 

Map? 

The Policies Map illustrates graphically the policies of the plan. There are no policies proposed 

in the Local Plan which identify the location of, or safeguard land for the provision of, 

infrastructure. 

The Policies Map also shows features relating to policies in the Cambridgeshire and 

Peterborough Minerals and Waste Development Plan. This includes Waste Water Treatment 

Works Safeguarding Areas for existing and allocated water recycling centres. 

 

4. Overall, what mechanisms will be in place to ensure essential/critical 

infrastructure will be provided and delivered in a timely fashion? How will other 

organisations be involved in delivering infrastructure and what commitments to delivery/ 

funding, and on-going maintenance are in place? 

Policy LP16 sets out the Council’s approach to delivering infrastructure. Policy LP16 provides 

an important mechanism for ensuring the timely delivery of infrastructure, namely as it places 

responsibility on developers to demonstrate that there is, or will be, sufficient infrastructure 

capacity to accommodate proposed development – or else the proposal should be refused. 

Other mechanisms include planning conditions, planning obligations and CIL, which the Council 

will continue to apply in accordance with national policy, Developer Contributions SPD and CIL 

Charging Schedule. The Council consults delivery bodies and service providers through the 

planning application process. 

The Local Plan will directly influence the plans and strategies of other bodies. For example, 

East Cambridgeshire growth has, or will be, taken into account in Anglian Water’s Asset 

Management Plan, Cambridgeshire County Council’s 0-19 Education Organisation Plan and the 

Combined Authority’s Local Transport Plan. 

The Council employs dedicated staff to coordinate implementation of infrastructure (such as an 

Infrastructure & Strategy Manager). The Council has a close working relationship with 
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Cambridgeshire County Council, the Combined Authority, neighbouring District Councils, and 

other infrastructure and service providers. 

The Council is directly involved in a number of cross-boundary working groups. For example: 

 Applications for CIL funding or inclusion on the Reg. 123 list are submitted to the Joint 

East Cambridgeshire District Council & Cambridgeshire County Council Member & 

Officer Steering Group for Planning & Transport. The working group makes 

recommendations to Full Council, such as for the release of CIL funding or amendment 

to R123 Infrastructure List. 

 Council Officers participate in a number of groups for the purpose of delivering transport 

infrastructure, with officers from Cambridgeshire County Council and other authorities 

(as applicable), including the A10 Project Board; Ely Area Improvement Task Force for 

Rail Meeting; Ely to Cambridge Transport Study Project Board; Soham Station Group; 

Ely Southern Bypass Project Board; and East Cambridgeshire District Council - Forest 

Heath District Council Infrastructure Meeting. 

 The Council’s Economic Development Officer is working with Cambridgeshire County 

Council to deliver superfast broadband to town and city centres. 

 The Council is working with the Combined Authority, Greater Cambridge Greater 

Peterborough Local Enterprise Partnership and a private sector partner to deliver the 

Lancaster Way Enterprise Zone through the Cambridge Compass initiative. 

 

Notwithstanding all of the above, as a relatively minor point, but one to ensure that Policy LP16 

is effective, following agreement of a Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) between the 

Council and Anglian Water, both parties agree that to ensure policy LP16 is effective in 

delivering essential infrastructure, the policy should be amended as follows: 

“Such infrastructure will include, but is not limited to transport, 
telecommunications, community facilities, energy and water supply., foul 
sewerage and sewage treatment.” 

The SoCG provides more details as to why this change is suggested. 

 

5. Specifically, are the various Infrastructure and Community Facilities policies 

which relate to each settlement, together with Policy LP19, justified by evidence, 

effective and viable? Is it clear on what basis the provision of such infrastructure would 

be delivered? 

The adopted Local Plan (2015) (PE01A) includes a chapter for each settlement in the district. 

Each chapter lists infrastructure and facilities which are of priority to the local community. 

During preparation of the submitted Local Plan, the Council held workshops with parish councils 

to update each list to reflect current local priorities. This engagement with parish councils, along 

with the wider evidence base and IIP, informed the Infrastructure and Community Facilities 

policies for each settlement. Each policy was further refined through the various stages of public 

consultation.  

There is no single source of investment or funding which will deliver all items and projects 

identified in the local Infrastructure and Community Facilities policies. Each policy makes it clear 
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that developer contributions will be sought where such obligations meet the national policy 

tests, and in accordance with policy LP16. In practice, this means that no single development 

will be expected to deliver all items identified by the policies. As such, the Council considers the 

local Infrastructure and Community Facilities policies to be justified by evidence and will not 

impact significantly upon development viability.  

During publication of the Local Plan, a number of representations were received in response to 

the local Infrastructure and Community Facilities policies. The Council considers the following 

modification is required to Witcham 2 to ensure the policy is effective. 

Witcham 2: Infrastructure and Community Facilities - Remove projects ‘a’ and ‘b’ as the 

Parish Council notes the projects are now complete. 

o a) Improvement to the community/village hall through further development and 

refurbishment, including sport changing facilities. 

o b) Improvement to pedestrian / cycleway routes through support for completion 

of A142 cycleway completing link between Witcham Toll and Wentworth. 

In addition, the Council has agreed suggested modifications to policies Bottisham 2, Ely 2, and 

Isleham 2 with Anglian Water through a Statement of Common Ground, and discussed in the 

Council’s hearing statement in response to Matter 8. 

More generally, Policy LP19 sets out the Council’s strategy to prevent the loss of, and support 

the provision of new community facilities, recognising the importance such facilities provide in 

ensuring communities are sustainable. The Council considers the policy to be justified and 

effective.  

 

6. Are policies LP17 and LP18 worded in such a way as to be effective, accurate, 

consistent with national policy and realistic? What is the significance, if any, of the rural 

nature of the district to the delivery of both policies? 

Yes, policies LP17 and LP18 are considered to be effective, justified, accurate, consistent with 

national policy and realistic. Both policies are closely aligned with the objectives of the 

Cambridgeshire Local Transport Plan (PE29).  

The background to policy LP17 is explained in evidence report PS.EVR17 where the 

importance of a high quality and resilient transport network is set out. It is acknowledged within 

the evidence report that as a rural district there is a particularly high dependence on private 

vehicles for travel, especially away from the main transport corridors. Policy LP17 sets out a 

clear approach for how development proposals should address transport matters. 

A key aspect of LP17 is the need to generate a modal shift to sustainable transport. This is a 

core them of the transport plan to deliver many of its objectives. In the context of infrastructure 

provision, modal shift away from private car use to sustainable modes is critical to tackling 

congestion, maintaining capacity within the highway network and reducing costs. As the district 

is rural in nature, providing sustainable travel options is of even greater importance to avoid 

isolation and exclusion for those who do not have access to a private car.  
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The background to policy LP18 is primarily contained within evidence report PS.EVR18 where 

the opportunities for cycling are identified. The evidence report also acknowledges the 

contribution cycling makes within the district, particularly as a part of longer commutes via Ely 

rail station. The Transport Study for East Cambridgeshire (TSEC) identifies that there are 

missing links within the walking and cycling network which need addressing.  

The policies are consistent with national policy, in particular paragraphs 29 and 32, which 

acknowledge the role transport has in facilitating sustainable development and wider 

sustainability objectives, but also that options to maximise sustainable transport solutions will 

vary between urban and rural areas. Paragraph 32 also sets out the points/issues that plans 

and decisions should take account of in relation to travel and transport by various modes.   

The Transport Strategy for East Cambridgeshire (PE30) identifies that the “dispersed rural 

communities mean that addressing transport needs sustainably can be difficult due to distances 

travelled” and reflects this in its strategy approach that is then also reflected in the detailed 

policy wording within policy LP17. 

Policies LP17 and LP18 together reflect the strategy approach set out in chapter 4 of the TSEC 

which takes into account the rural nature of the district and the challenges and opportunities 

that this results in.  

 

7. Are the policies of the Local Plan which require developer contributions effective 

and consistent with the CIL regulations in relation to the provision of financial or 

contributions in kind? 

Yes, the Council considers those policies which require developer contributions are consistent 

with the CIL regulations in relation to provision of financial or contributions in kind.  

The Council will continue to apply CIL to liable developments in accordance with its Charging 

Schedule and the regulations. Where it is necessary to apply planning obligations, these will be 

secured in accordance with national policy and the regulations. In essence, to do otherwise 

would be unlawful. 

The Council has published (and keeps up to date) a Regulation 123 list which sets out the 

infrastructure projects that will likely be funded through CIL.  

Developer contributions will be sought for the items and projects identified within the local 

Infrastructure and Community Facilities policies in Section 7 of the Local Plan, but only when 

such contributions satisfy the tests set out in national legislation or policy.  

For site allocations, where provision of new or enhanced infrastructure is required to meet the 

needs of the site, this is identified a site-specific policy requirement. Such infrastructure 

requirements are consistent with the national policy tests. 

Where the proposed growth will result in the requirement for identified specific new 

infrastructure such as additional education provision, this requirement has been included within 

the site specific policy relating to the allocation, to ensure that provision is made.      
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8.  Is it appropriate to refer within a policy to documents which are not statutory 

planning documents, such as Supplementary Planning Documents? 

The Council is not clear whether this question refers to a specific policy in the Local Plan, or to 

Local Plan policies in general.  

Similarly, it’s not entirely clear to the Council that SPDs should be described as ‘not statutory’ 

documents. SPDs might not be ‘statutory’ in terms of a requirement for them to be produced, 

but if they are produced they can only be done so, and be given the title as an SPD, by 

following due statutory process. 

 

Nevertheless, the Council considers that it is appropriate for a Local Plan policy to refer to 

documents such as SPDs and other evidence documents, and it does so in a limited number of 

cases. The Council is aware of many Local Plans that do so likewise. The alternative would be 

for Local Plans to repeat such policy within the Local Plan itself.  

The NPG, at paragraph 028 Reference ID: 12-028-20140306, advises that Supplementary 

Planning Documents “should build upon and provide more detailed advice and guidance on the 

policies in the Local Plan”. For this reason, they are useful to reference in a policy as they 

provide further information to applicants and decision makers as to how the policy is expected 

to be implemented. 

To illustrate the point, should all reference to SPDs be removed, then the Flood and Water 

Management SPD referenced in LP25 would need to be removed. By doing so, that would not 

only not point the reader to that important technical document, but could bring into dispute the 

status of such a document. Worst still, would be the repeating of such an SPD within the Local 

Plan itself. 

There is no question in the Council’s mind that referring to an SPD in a policy is both sound and 

common practice. 

 


